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The 9 Best Productivity Hacks Architects Use

In Successful Projects But Not In Their Lives

… And Then Wonder Why They Are Not As Rich Or Successful As They Should Be

Dear Friend,

“Shall we join a Mastermind group ourselves?” Eric asked me.

“You know what Eric, right now, I am sooo frustrated. I don’t need another course, I just want to
implement what we already know. My head is spinning, I know a lot, I’ve studied a lot, and I do a lot,
but I am spinning my wheels, going nowhere.”

Are you like I was, frantically rushing around, getting sucked in by all the shiny objects, but not

making progress?

It is not your fault. The world is against us.

We live surrounded by the greatest attention-sucking masters in history, who own the most

advanced attention-sucking tools in history. They are making us think about things THEY

want us to focus on.  Everyone wants a piece of our focus, and for us to take action on THEIR

ideas. Usually, that action benefits THEM and not us.

On top of the tech-time vampires, I live with three kids who constantly interrupt me. Then

when my wife has an idea, she needs me to man the action stations, at a time frame that suits

her… like NOW before she forgets.

My computer and cell phone and watch beep messages at me reminding me to do things

THEY think are important.

Go AWAY!!!!

Every Friday morning, I have Mastermind coaching calls. Masterminders meet with me when

they want to hatch a cunning plan for their business.
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At 8.30 AM Jim Zooms in. He is successful in business and life, yet is frustrated, really

frustrated. Jim says, “Richard, I don’t know if you can help, but I never seem to make progress

on my business goals. I don’t know what's wrong or what to do.”

Michael Zooms in at 10:30 and says, “Richard, I am really frustrated, I don't know what I want

for my business anymore.”

Larisa Zooms in at 11:00 and says she is so busy but has lost focus.

It's a relief to know it is not just me.

THIS IS WAR!

You and I and Jim, Larisa, and Michael are at war with everything that stops us from doing

what we REALLY want to be doing. I am not sure we are clear on who the enemy is yet.

In theory, once I have a business goal, I should just go out and do what I need to do. Then

BOOM, I have achieved my goal. But is that what happens?

Ohhhh, no, I get sidetracked by some dumb distraction. And I lose focus on my goal.

On a daily basis:

● Facebook shows me a post from 6 years ago that's conveniently been made into a

movie for me.

● My wife wants me to do a job for her. Now. Before she forgets.

● My cell phone tells me that I can watch “The Handmaid's Tale” on my phone.

● Slack pops up with a notification that Eric has messaged me.

● My son wants to borrow money. Can I transfer it to him right now?

● Mark Zuckerberg’s tool lets me know that someone commented on my post. Who

cares?

Can I just blame other people?

No, because I’ve noticed, when I get bored, I open the local online newspaper for a short

break, but it's only been 7 minutes since the last break. You’re probably thinking: How long
does your goldfish attention span last anyway, Richard?
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So I didn’t join a Mastermind group, because new ideas are the last thing I need. Ideas can be

another distraction. I don’t need more ideas, I need LESS ideas. We all just need ONE idea and

then spend 80% of our focus on DOING it and the other 20% kicking anything out that is

trying to steal our focus.

Maybe my own mind is worse than the tech. Each idea that pops up is yet another great rabbit

of an idea to chase after. This great idea is like a double agent dressed as a friend but really

hiding inside your mind, just to steal your attention.

We need to win this focus war, because you, my friend, are capable of a LOT more in your life.

Sometimes I feel like I am zig-zagging through life with an ever-changing destination map and

a foot that forgets to press down on the accelerator.

Our golden asset is our focus. When we focus we can move things, when we move things, stuff

happens, when the right stuff happens our life changes. It is so simple.

But one way or another our life doesn’t change if there is a break in the focus chain.

So I got a coach.

Yes, I hired an accountability coach.

Meet Emilee. Now I don’t know how old Emilee is, I am guessing early 20’s. She is from

somewhere in the U.S., and actually, I don't know much about her. I don't have time to ask,

because I only get 20 minutes to speak with her once a week. I am pretty sure she doesn’t

know much about marketing. I bet she has never run a business, but this 20-year-old is

controlling my focus. And that is okay because she understands the mechanics of getting

things done.

I got accountability coaching partly because I knew I needed focus and also because I wanted

to learn what I could about the mechanics of getting things done. Not from reading a book,

but from sitting in the driver's seat and feeling the g-forces.

The result: About one week after starting, I KNEW I was doing the right thing.

Emilee got me to set a goal.

Got me to set some milestones.

Got me to set 3 actions for the week that would move me towards one of my milestones.

Pretty simple.
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Actually what got me excited was that it was pretty simple.

If I just moved towards the same goal every week, I was going to make progress. Incidentally,

the goal I set was to get AMI’s revenue up to $2 million. Now that I’ve done more deeper

thinking, I don't think that is the greatest goal, but it gave me a focus, got me started, and to

start with, that is enough.

If we stay on track and keep moving forward, then sooner or later we will all reach our goal. As

long as I do not fall off the track. Success is inevitable.

Remember Emilee is not a marketing genius or business guru, all she does, once I know my

goal, is ask me:

“Richard, how did you get on with your actions last week?”
“Richard, what three actions are you going to do this week?”

By the way, these are my actions for this week:
1. Finish my E5 presentation
2. Write the BIG Idea Letter (in progress)
3. Complete the SIX+MAPs Action Coaching framework (which is our upcoming

accountability training for AMI SIX+members)

The magic is NOT someone giving me any answers. The magic is asking me the right questions
and holding my eyes on the same prize. EVERY WEEK. If I make progress towards my
destination, every week, sooner or later I will arrive.

Am I teaching an architect to SUCK eggs?

This could be the most stupid BIG Idea Letter EVER. Because I am telling you something you

already know. If there is anyone who can achieve ridiculously complex outcomes, it is an

overworked underpaid architect. Achieving big outcomes is your day job.

Think about this … It's mind-blowing.

Getting some big building up and complying to code is infinitely, infinitely, infinitely harder.

The problem is not that you can't do this FOCUS POCUS thing. You do it, on a budget and a

deadline for your clients every day. And you are really freaking good at it.

Your problem is you can’t do it for YOURSELF.

You can’t do it for YOUR goals.

You can do it for e-v-e-r-y-o-n-e else, but you can't do it for YOUR life.

Correction, you can do it for yourself but you don’t.
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All the disciplines you apply to pull off minor miracles as an architect, do not get applied to

your own life goals.

Any new priorities that come up from someone else get slotted ABOVE yours. Because you

are a pleaser. You tell yourself, “I can take action on my goals later when I have time..” And what

happens to time? So who misses out? You do.

[Side note - Julia has just come in and suggested I drive her off across town, to get her bike.

Apparently she can drop me at the gym on the way home. She says, “You’ve been working all
day, so you need a break,” It's 2:05 PM on a Thursday. This focus war is real and I am under

attack.]

I lost my battle to my little  “Time Vampire” who rearranged my priorities to ‘help’ me. And she is
not even sorry.

Okay, so what's the solution?

Through a little research, being a client in accountability coaching and some deeeep thinking, I

have identified 9 things that force us to be successful.

Ironically most are likely in place for your client’s projects, but you might not guess them. That

said, as soon as I run you through them, they might seem obvious.
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You will read the list and think, “YES, if I did all those 9 momentum triggers for my life I WILL
follow through, like a rockstar.  YES, I do all these momentum triggers in my client projects and they
DO WORK like magic beans.  But I have amnesia when it comes to applying them to my life.”

Compared to your construction projects, the goals you want in your life or business are
usually soooo simple. You could achieve many in less than 20 steps.

Want to retire with an extra million dollars?

STEP 1: If you have the equity in your house, borrow money to buy a million-dollar investment
property.
STEP 2: Wait 10 years for it to double in value (not rocket science).
{or buy a half million dollar investment property and wait 16 years)

Want to lose 20 pounds?
STEP 1: Stop eating chocolate and fried food and rubbish.
STEP 2: Walk for 40 minutes 6 days a week.
STEP 3: Drink more water, it makes you feel full.
(This is not rocket science either)

In 5 steps, we’ve solved half the western world's goals.
Now try to build a Passive House in 6 steps. Good luck with that. More like 100,005 steps.
What I am saying is that your life goals are a lot simpler to achieve than you think. Learning to
follow through on the actions required is the only hard part.

If you are not sure what steps you should take, hire someone who does or buy their book or
their course. The information you need is out there in abundance. What you want to achieve
does not require brain science. Getting your brain to do what needs to be done does.

So, here goes. There are 9 things you do for a project and that you MUST do for your own
business or life goals to guarantee success every time.

1) Specific written goal you can see:

Do you have a written goal for your
business? No? What about your life?
Anything? Most people do not, that is
one reason why you're spinning your
wheels. Think about this… NO client
gives the go-ahead until the plan is so
clear they can SEE what you are
building AND they want it. Just
because you are the client and the
architect of your goals doesn't mean
you deserve any lower standard. If you
cannot SEE the outcome as if it is
already built then your subconscious
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will not engage in the journey.  A boy hopping on one leg can only go so far. But once he has
two legs to use, he can go for miles, effortlessly. You need your conscious and subconscious
working on your goal.

Your subconscious thinks in pictures. “Seeing is believing,” says the subconscious. You draw
and redraw until you get the concept right. Because until you have a clear compelling visual,
you don't have a project to work towards.

2) Trust your heart:

If I am spending a million dollars on a
building, I want to LOVE the outcome.
When did you ever have a client look at
your concept drawings, feel 70 out of 100
(70 would be liking a design and 100 being
in love) and say, “Let's go”? They won’t. 70
out of 100 is not strong enough
emotionally. You want an outcome that is
so compelling, like the world's largest
magnet pulling you towards your goal. If
you set business or life goals that make
sense to their heads, but do not hit your heart, then you’ll probably fail.

The boy is back to hopping on one leg again.

When a client is only 70/100 then you change the lines on the page until they feel the love. In
your life, you are the client and you are the architect.  Brainstorm different ideas and keep
doing a gut feel check until you find a goal or combination of elements that hit the 100/100
mark. For example, getting your income to $150K might feel 80 out of 100. But then you add
that it is by doing your favourite type of historical renovation projects. Now let's say your
heart feels 90 out of 100. And then you add that you achieve this by working 10 hours less a
week than you are now. BOOOM suddenly that hits 100/100. Something explodes in your
stomach and you go “That’s it.” Obviously, I don't know your perfect mix of ingredients but
your heart does, and it is very accurate. Be like an architect who keeps moving the lines
until your heart explodes with magical chemicals at 100.

3) Success criteria:

This is for the conscious mind, your logical brain. There is a certain point in any project when
you have delivered everything according to the contract and the client must sign off. You need
to design your business or life goal exactly the same specific way. Design your mind game so
you know if you are 3 points behind at the buzzer or 1 point ahead. Vague contracts create
confusion and fights. Vague goals create confusion and demotivation. Your mind needs
success specified precisely.
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4) Anticipate obstacles:

You know, all construction projects are going to hit
obstacles. You don’t give up in advance, you accept
upcoming challenges and commit to anticipating and
mitigating in advance where you can, or just knowing you
will “find a way” when things appear. To you it is not a big
deal on a project, it's part of the game. Define potential
obstacles in advance and have a plan in advance to move
past them.

5) Break a big goal up into a series of short races:

It should be illegal for an architect to say they
are overwhelmed with their own goal.

Chunk down big goals into manageable
actionable steps… (just like a construction
project).

6) Focus on the green zone inputs:

When it comes to getting results, there are
inputs and outputs.  Most people focus on the
outputs and get frustrated when they cannot
move them.

If your goal is to lose weight. Then the weight on
the scales is the output and focusing on your
scales won't change the number.

Your number can only move by changing the
inputs - what you eat and drink and how much
you exercise. Only by identifying the right inputs
and then changing those factors can you
influence a change on the scales.

Bad coaches demand their players “win” while good coaches get their players to focus on
executing the right moves. There is the game scoreboard that records the outputs, like the
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weight on scales and then there is the input’s scoreboard like the calories consumed or
minutes of exercise.

The amateur golfer focuses on her score around the course. The professional golfer focuses
on her performance processes. Wanting a better score doesn’t give the golfer a better score.
Only pre-ball routine factors like the correct grip, keeping her head still and a smooth swing
lead to a better score.

7) Set up a rhythm of accountability:

In construction, the entire team reports to the project
manager, and he or she reports to the client.  And therefore
everything happens. Imagine a situation where the builder
does not report to you regularly. How would your project
go? Badly ... really, really, really badly.

When you set business or life projects,  you probably report
to yourself and stuff sometimes happens. I wish I could
report to myself effectively, I should be able to, I am a
professional coach who knows all the excuses and ways
around obstacles, but I can’t, so instead I report to
20-something-year-old Emilee. The only reason I am writing
this Big Idea Letter now at 7:29 PM, is because I know she is
calling me at 7:40 AM tomorrow morning.

8) Rewards and punishment:

Some projects that miss their deadlines face financial penalties or the wrath of the client. That
is a big focusing factor. When your personal credibility is on the line, you become a tiger. Then
when you set your own goals, the deadline passes like a ship in the night. No one cares, no one
is screaming which is great because there is no pain. But then there is no progress either.

If we set meaningful rewards for winning short races and penalties for failing to complete the
weekly action you promised, then you’d have leverage on yourself.

Let’s say each week, you tell me 1-3 actions you will take that will move you towards your big
goal. And then each week you tell me if you did your action. The game is to stop me from
sending your check.

This is a check you’d given to me, before we started our coaching together, to the Donald
Trump re-election campaign for $1,000 in an envelope with the right address and the right
stamp on it. The deal is that if you missed any two actions in a six-week sprint, that I would, as
your tough-love coach, put the envelope in the mail.  Would that help with your motivation?

I thought so. Real consequences work.
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9) Prioritize your action taking time ahead of everything else:

Who owns your time or your calendar?

I really shouldn’t tell you this but, as you know, earlier today, while I was writing this BIG Idea
Letter, Julia decided she needed to pick up her bike from the shop and that I was going with
her. I have only just realized now, that the only reason she needed me to drive was so she did
not have to find a car park. How convenient for her!!!

Julia demonstrated the power of holding her
priorities. I demonstrated what happens when you
buckle to someone with stronger commitment to
their priorities. That, my friend, is why I am writing
this newsletter at 7:58 PM now, while Julia is at the
movies with her friend (100% true story).

You might say, Richard, your system doesn’t work. My
answer would be, it does work, but you need to be
the priority setter, not the priority taker in your life.

Keep your #1 thing your #1 thing, even when life
throws chaos at you. I am not saying prioritize  your
life goal higher than any current client project, but at
least put it on an equal footing. It is your life. You only
get ONE. So prioritize life changing moves with the
same ruthless mindset you use for client projects.

Be a Julia. I bet you know someone as ruthless in your life as I do, take a leaf from their book.
They get stuff done. Come on, rope off time in your diary RIGHT NOW to do the tasks you set
that will make your life better, then make it a habit ...and then protect that time like a tiger.

Think about it - all 9 things I have listed here you do for your clients project. But if you were
project manager for your life, you’d probably sack yourself. Why? Deadlines get missed, no
clear outcomes defined, no accountability or reporting, bla bla bla.

So the question isn't ‘can you do these 9 things’, the question is will
you?
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PS. Below is a scorecard  incorporating 8 of the 9 momentum triggers. Ironically this only

misses a way to measure where your goal/actions fit in your priorities. Hence Julia got the

bike.

P.P.S. This is a template we use in our new SIX+MAPS accountability coaching. You make

progress, because we hold you accountable.

When you’re ready to win better projects like our members, then you’ll need a PROVEN

step-by-step roadmap.

Want to know more about our SIX+MAPS system? Talk to our onboarding team.

Book your one-on-one strategy session call here:

archmarketing.org/1on1
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Fab Four of the Month

Inspired by the name of our highly successful FAB Formula, in our
series Fab Four of the Month we ask one AMI member four
questions about marketing and mindset.

This month, our writing wizard Annette Mashi speaks with
Mastermind member Krista Hulshof of VELD Architect in Ontario,
Canada.

What area of sales or marketing needs improving this
month? (ongoing)
We’ve been talking a lot about a future recession and how we can
prepare ourselves for an upcoming downturn like the one in 2008.

We need to market now to weather the storm. We need to adapt, plan, change, and
prepare for that downturn.

If we fast forward to age 100, what do you want to be known for in your work?
I want to be known for architecture which is big, bold and striking on the landscape of the
farmlands.  I want to design rural buildings that are as powerful and timeless as our
traditional bank barns.

Why did you become an architect?
There was a book in my elementary school library that had a picture of the Sydney Opera
House. I used to check the book out all the time. I wanted to make beautiful buildings and
beautiful things just like that.

What would you say is your greatest superpower?
Definitely that I’m a farmer, just like my clients. I always tell people that I know how to
scoop shit.
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